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About Us
The Nature’s Valley Trust is a small, passionate
conservation non-profit organisation working at the
cutting edge on inter-disciplinary research driven
conservation. We tackle current local conservation
issues with innovative approaches, based on sound
science to mitigate the impact people have on the
magnificent biodiversity we share our region with.
Our PURPOSE
is to maintain the environmental integrity of Nature’s
Valley and its surrounds for current and future
generations.
Our VISION
is to be a catalytic conservation initiative that is
inclusive and effective.
Our MISSION
is to enable an integrated stakeholder effort that is
proactively involved in issues that impact on the
environmental resilience of the area.

Note: We have adjusted our annual reporting
to align with our financial year which runs
from 1 March to 28 February.

Chairman's Letter
In the past few years, we have been

focus on expanding our project funding

working on refining our strategy and

base, which is currently receiving

activities to embrace a much more

attention.

focused approach to our work, namely
an ecosystems approach to

Our ecosystems include marine, coastal

conservation. The strategy was adopted

(sandy and rocky shores), dunes,

at our team meeting in 2019 and now

fynbos, forests, rivers and estuaries.

informs every project that we take on.

They are incredibly complex,

It puts Nature’s Valley and its

completely integrated and include

surroundings at the centre of our

people and their behaviour. Changing

activities while also considering the

even one element in any one of these

broader impact of our work in the Bitou

systems can have a negative or positive

Municipal area and the Garden Route.

impact on the entire system. We see
this in our research, where changes in

Our strategy is in line with trends

ocean temperature, unusually strong

across the world which have now

storms, plastic pollution, inappropriate

culminated in June this year in the UN

development, overfishing and poaching,

Declaration of the "Decade of

and global warming are all having

Ecosystems Restoration''. An

varying degrees of impact. We believe

ecosystems approach is not easy to

that by monitoring and researching

implement, mainly because of the

these impacts in what are essentially

quality of research required, the

living laboratories on our doorstep, we

capability of the people implementing

can use this material for our

the strategy and the capital required. In

conservation education programmes

my view, we have all three. We have the

and provide essential data that can be

ability to drive excellent research; we

translated into meaningful

have a fantastic team led by Duncan

interventions by local, regional and

Hay, and we believe that the residents

national policymakers. These policy

of Nature's Valley and our project

changes can potentially have a direct

donors are fully behind us in terms of

impact on Nature's Valley and our

ongoing financial support. We need to

coastline.
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Not only is our research important but

run by Kirwan Strydom prove how

the ongoing conservation awareness

important our work is in terms of local

and social engagement programmes

conservation and education.

that we embark on are designed to
drive high levels of consciousness in

During the next few years, we plan to

our area around the importance of

continue our marine projects in the

embracing nature and doing everything

form of a broad-based bay

we can to restore and protect her.

management programme, introduce
new rivers and estuary projects in the

We have used the past year to refine

Groot and Salt River systems and build

our planning across all the projects.

up our conservation education and

One of our flagship projects, the Boat-

social engagement programmes.

based Whale-watching Research
project lead by Dr. Gwen Penry, Minke

For the NVT to achieve these goals, we

Tolsma and Professor Mandy Lombard

are fortunate in having strong and

(NMU), and funded by the WWF

essential partnerships with SANParks,

Nedbank Green Trust, was completed

CapeNature, Bitou Municipality, the

against all odds presented by the

NVRA, Nelson Mandela University,

pandemic. It is a fantastic example of

WWF, Table Mountain Fund, WWF

excellent marine-based research being

Nedbank Green Trust, Two Oceans

used to inform highly practical

Aquarium, local industry and a whole

conservation responses and

host of other NGOs in the area.

economically measurable results for
the boat-based tourism industry on our

I would like to thank my fellow

coastline.

Trustees and all the people in Nature's
Valley for their ongoing support and

Other projects such as our White-

dedication to our efforts in

fronted Plover programme led by

maintaining and restoring our natural

Brittany Arendse, which has received

environment. She provides hope for

accolades from the scientific

our future and the lifeblood of our

community across the country, as well

existence.

as the work that Kellyn Whitehead is
doing in Fynbos Research and the

Chris van Melle Kamp

Conservation Education programmes

Chairman
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In 2019 we directed significant energy towards
reviewing and refining our strategy. In doing

Overview of

so we identified five areas in which various
aspects of our work takes place.

Operations
2020 was an unprecedented year for everyone.

These might be visualized as five intersecting

As we climb out of crisis it is probably too soon

circles and combines our social and ecosystem

to reflect objectively on the full impact of the

based approach with geographical areas of

pandemic. All we know is that nothing will ever

focus:
1. The inshore marine area and coastline of

be quite the same again. But on the positive side

the greater Plettenberg Bay.

we were fortunate in being able to lock down

2. The catchments of the Sout and Groot

and continue to operate in this ‘bubble’ of

Rivers including the estuaries, indigenous

nature, Nature’s Valley, in a space that is safe

forests, fynbos, commercial forests, and

and inspiring. We were, to a certain extent,

agricultural, industrial and residential

cushioned from ravages being wrought in the

areas.

outside world. So, what were we able to

3. The Bitou Municipality in which we

accomplish in this year of turmoil?

conduct our conservation education.
4. The Garden Route where we broadly

Pleasingly, we came through 2020 intact as an
organisation in almost every respect. All

influence conservation and environmental

permanent positions in the organisation

management efforts.

remain secure into 2021. In addition, we

5. Nature’s Valley itself where we support and

improved the salaries of permanent staff. This

help to build community cohesion.

was only achieved because of healthy financial
reserves and the generosity of our donors. So
as not to stretch our donors we have cut costs

Inshore Marine

where we can and are targeting project

and Coastal

funding at the local, national and
international level. We have also
conducted a major donor drive with
wonderful results. We thank you all
and hope that you will continue to

NV
Community
Cohesion

Catchments
to Sea

support us into the future.

Garden Route
Environmental
Managament

Conservation
Education
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How do we work in these areas? NVT is a

We supplement our permanent staff with

small NGO with a permanent staff of four

contract staff, interns and volunteers.

individuals. Because of this it is important

During 2020 we had four contract staff, all

that we leverage meaningful partnerships.

working on the marine tourism programme.

Of these partnerships, seven are absolutely

We also managed to host 14 interns and

critical: SANParks, Nature’s Valley

volunteers, some remotely. Of these, three

Ratepayers’ Association (NVRA), Bitou

were from NMU completing the practical

Municipality, Tourism Plett, Birdlife Plett,
Magnetic South (Otter Trail Run),
CapeNature and Nelson Mandela University.
In general terms, all relationships have
strengthened during this period of adversity
and, perhaps, because of adversity.
Whatever the reasons, we enter 2021 with
rock-solid relationships built on a
foundation of common purpose, mutual
respect and trust.

year of their conservation diplomas. For 2021
we have recruited three new interns who are
funded internally and by WESSA.
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Marine and Coastal Research
MARINE BOAT-BASED TOURISM RESEARCH PROJECT
(AND BAY MANAGEMENT PLAN)
This applied research project funded by

the project team and included in the Journal

WWF Nedbank Green Trust is the first of its

of Sustainable Tourism. A presentation on

kind in South Africa. It provides an

the work was also developed and presented.

assessment of boat-based whale and

The presentation will be shared publicly

dolphin watching operations at Plettenberg

once the research has been published.

Bay. It is being carried out in partnership
with Nelson Mandela University and in 2020
entered its third and final year. Fieldwork
was disrupted by the pandemic and so the
project has been extended until March 2021.
Results of some of this research have been
circulated. A feature result of the economic
assessment is that direct local expenditure
in this relatively small sector is R 147 million
and the overall contribution to the national
economy is about R 370 million. Forty-nine

As an add-on to this project and working
with the national Department of Forestry,
Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) and
the Cape Peninsula University of Technology
we are assessing a relatively new activity in
this tourism sector, swimming with seals.
This research is ongoing.
Building on our foundational marine
research and action we have taken the lead
in developing a conceptual proposal aimed at

percent of international visitors are drawn

the improved conservation and management

to the area specifically by the activity. A

of the marine bay of Plettenberg Bay and its

scientific article, Clear waters: assessing

surrounds. The concept has been fully

regulation transparency of website

endorsed by all major stakeholders and is

advertising in South Africa’s boat-based

now being circulated to secure

whale-watching industry, was produced by

investor/funder interest.

R

370 million

contribution to the
national economy.
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Marine and Coastal Research
SHOREBIRD RESEARCH
The research and conservation action

MARINE DEBRIS
Except during the period of hard lockdown

focusing on White-fronted Plovers remains a

the monthly surveys of marine debris

focus of ours. Breeding success at Nature’s

continued and NVT acted as a central hub in

Valley has increased from 15.3% (2015/2016

efforts to collect the nurdles that washed up

breeding season) to 34.21% (2020/2021

in large quantities on all our beaches.

breeding season). The programme continued
at full capacity in the 2020/21 season and
improved breeding success is being sustained.
As part of the project breeding success at
Lookout Beach, Plettenberg Bay is also
monitored. A citizen science initiative
component involving stakeholders at
Keurbooms Beach has also commenced. In
addition to this a public presentation was
developed and delivered on three occasions.
It is accessible on our Nature's Valley Trust
Youtube channel for viewing
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-lRzxjyTTI).

of nurdles

12.93 kg

collected

~424 130 n u r d l e s
Included in the marine debris survey has
been the deployment and monitoring of
‘fishermen bins’ at selected sites. This has
been a remarkable success and going forward
we will be working with implementation
partners (Bitou, SANParks and CapeNature)
to determine how maintenance and servicing
of these bins might be incorporated into their

As an addition to this research, in partnership

operations.

with CapeNature, 92 Kelp Gull chicks from
the Keurbooms Peninsula colony were ringed.

Breeding
success
2020/2021
Nature's Valley

34.2 %

Lookout Beach

12.9 %

4103.6m
approximate amount of
fishing line collected off
the coastline of Nature's
Valley.
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Conservation Education

and Community Outreach
The pandemic had a major impact on our ability to
engage directly with school learners. All extramural
activities in schools remain on hold. Even so we managed
to:
Lead two adopt-a-beach outings.
Facilitate four school clean-up events.
Host several Birding Masters and Champions events.
Celebrate numerous international environmental
calendar days.
Continue to service our Table Mountain Fund small
grant holders.
Also, during the lockdown period we used this
opportunity to review, revise and refine much of our
educational material.
While we recognise that there is no real substitute for
direct contact with and encounters with nature as the
primary source of experiential learning, we also
recognise that virtual environmental education and
training opportunities do have value. We are developing
a broad range of this type of material.
Our relationship with Magnetic South, the organisers of
the Otter Trail Run, remains ongoing and we are in
discussions on what more we might do together
combining conservation and trail running.
The pandemic also severely impacted on our major local
community outreach activities, particularly the festive
season Holiday Programme. We hosted a number of
virtual events and presentations but with limited uptake.
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Fynbos Research

and Management
We conducted the flower phenology surveys along the
Salt River, Kalander Kloof and Covie hiking trails (except
during hard lockdown). During many of these surveys
research staff were accompanied by guests as part of an
educational experience. A detailed fynbos pollination
presentation has been developed and was presented on
three occasions. This lecture can be viewed on the
Nature's valley Trust Youtube channel
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJnmB3mSXvs).
Bird-ringing, as part of the fynbos research programme,
was placed on hold for most of 2020. However, birdringing did continue on an ad hoc basis and
approximately 100 wild or rehabilitated birds were
ringed (excluding sea birds).
The management of fynbos by fire, and particularly the
need for a controlled burn of the fynbos at the top of
the western pass, remains a key item on the NVT
agenda. Discussions with SANParks are ongoing. It is a
recognised priority but there are significant budgetary
constraints which we need to negotiate.
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Catchment and Estuary

Research and Management
NVT continues to participate in and

what impact this fish might be having.

advise the Estuary Management Forum

Funding proposals have been

for the Groot Estuary. Staff members

generated to establish a fully

also continue to conduct the

integrated catchment management

Coordinated Water Bird Count (CWAC)

plan for the system and have been

on a monthly basis.

submitted to potential donors.

The Salt River Catchment and its

In the Groot River system which feeds

associated estuary is an important

the Nature’s Valley estuary and

landscape immediately to the west of

lagoon, a large invasive alien clearing

Nature’s Valley. Previous research

programme commenced early in 2020

uncovered a large assemblage of

under SANPark’s leadership. This is

unknown and undescribed aquatic

almost complete.

invertebrates. This previous research
also indicated the river system was free

Baboon management continues to be a

of freshwater fish. In 2020, we

challenge. NVT has worked in support

completed an assessment of the Salt

of NVRA to improve waste

River Catchment. This highlighted the

management practices in the Valley,

probable impact of upstream

with some success. We will continue

development on the system. Also, the

to support NVRA, Bitou and SANParks

African Redfin, a small fish, has been

in arriving at a humane and mutually

discovered in the Salt and there is

beneficial solution.

considerable interest in establishing

The Broader Influence
NVT participates in and contributes to a number of broader Garden Route initiatives, amongst
others:
Leads the marine working group and serves on the finance working group of the Restoring Eden
Programme (REP), a major Garden Route initiative.
Serves on the Keurbooms Estuary Management Forum and is a team member of the Keurbooms
Ecological Infrastructure Working Group.
Serves on the Executive Committee of Birdlife Plett.
Contributes to the work of the Garden Route Biosphere Reserve.
In addition, the Director serves on the board of GreenMatter, a nationally influential organisation
working in capacity development in the environmental and biodiversity sector.

Our Overall Impact
So, arising out of all these activities and interactions has Nature’s Valley Trust had a positive
impact? From an environmental perspective is Nature’s Valley better off now than it was? Have we
influenced in a positive way the manner in which our partners go about their work in conservation
and environmental management? Is the Garden Route a more desirable place to live in and visit
because of our broader influence? Have we developed our own capacity and the capacity of our
organisation to be more impactful and more influential? Our view is that, yes, we have had a
meaningful impact. In a very tough year we are proud of and yet humbled by what we have
managed to accomplish.
Importantly, what has it cost to achieve this impact and influence? Our total operational
expenditure for 2020/21 was approximately R 2.45 mil, a modest sum for this level of achievement.
The NVT has for many years been an incubator of talent. Previous staff have moved on to greater
things, taking up senior positions in other conservation organisations, taking up further tertiary
education, many of them to Masters and PhD levels and others have gone on to complete their
MBAs and start up their own conservation consulting businesses. The NVT nurtures and develops
talent all the time.
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Trustees

Staff

Chris van Melle Kamp (Chairman)

Duncan Hay – Director (commenced 1 September

Julie Carlisle

2020)

Lindy Rodwell van Hasselt

Julie Carlisle – Acting Director (May – August 2020)

James Allan

Dr. Mark Brown – Director (resigned effective 31 May

Guy Hayward

2020)

Graeme Montgomery

Brittany Arendse – Conservation Scientist

James van Hasselt

Kirwan Strydom – Conservation Education Manager
Kellyn Whitehead – Conservation Scientist
Dr. Gwen Penry – Marine Team Project Leader
Minke Tolsma – Marine Team PhD Candidate
Chanel Hauvette – Marine Team Technician
Caitlin Judge – Marine Team Conservation Scientist

Back: Julie Carlisle, Kellyn Whitehead, Chris King, Kirwan Strydom and Amy Perold
Middle: Caitlin Judge, Julene Capazorio, Brittany Arendse, Jesse Wildeman, Chanel Hauvette, Dr. Gwen Penry
Front: Duncan Hay, Minke Tolsma
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Interns
Name

Country

Period

Aurore Counilh

France

Jan - Jul 2020

Amy Perold

South Africa

Jan - Dec 2020

Chris King

South Africa

Jan - Dec 2020

Jesse Wildeman

South Africa

Jan - Dec 2020

Julene Capazorio

South Africa

Jan - Dec 2020

Jax Bath

South Africa

Jul - Aug 2020

Meaghan O'Neill

United States

Mar - Apr 2020

Sophie Angoh

Canada

Jun - Aug 2020

Milen Negash

Canada

Jun - Aug 2020

Interns who left in March 2020
Name
Country

Period

Anna Klimova

Canada

Jan - Mar 2020

Clarisse Porcheron

France

Dec - Mar 2020

Ben Wilson

United Kingdom

Jan - Mar 2020

Interns who joined with us by February 2021
Name
Country
Period
Lauren Moriarty

South Africa

Jan 2021 - current

David Krone

South Africa

Jan 2021 - current
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Annual Financial Statement
BRIEF COMMENTARY ON THE PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
During the financial year, the Trust moved from an operating surplus of R157 483 in the prior year to
an operating loss of R816 359. This was caused primarily by a significant decline in project funding as
funders’ operations and offices were closed during the lockdown. The adverse impact of this was
mitigated by expenses being almost 9% lower as some operating costs were saved during lockdown.

SUMMARY
Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
Figures in Rand
Other income
Operating expenses
Operating (deficit) surplus
Investment revenue
(Deficit) surplus for the year

2021

2020

1,637,471
(2,453,830)
(816,359)
28,119
(788,240)

2,839,186
(2,681,703)
157,483
50,881
208,364

FINANCIAL POSITION
The trustees believe that the Trust has adequate financial resources to continue in operation for the
foreseeable future and accordingly the financial statements have been prepared on a going concern
basis. The trustees are satisfied that the Trust is in a sound financial position and over time can
expect similar levels of financial support from our regular donors and supporters. We continue to
pursue new sources of longer-term project funding but expect this to be slower than seen previously
due to the economic and practical impacts of the Covid-19 lockdown.

Statement of Financial Position as at 28 February 2021
Figures in Rand
Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total Assets
Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Accumulated surplus

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Total Equity and Liabilities

2021

2020

59,480

105,904

26,000
703,419
729,419
788,899

26 ,000
1,445,235
1,471,235
1,577,139

781,772
781,772

1,570,012
1,570,012

7,127
788,899

7,127
1,577,139

